
Benefit from a convenient solution for your laser ap-
plication with the attractive selection of pre-aligned 
aspheres and axicons from the SPA™ product line in 
high-precision mounts. All lenses with diameters from 
12.5 mm to 25.4 mm are ideal aligned with < 10 µm 
decentration of the optical and mechanical axis. Using 
the SPA™ Adapters a very simple integration into any 
optical system is guaranteed.

Key Benefits
=    Especially designed mounts for aspheres and axicons, 

engraved with lens specifications

=    Perfect alignment (< 10 µm decentration)

=    Tilt-reduced for optimal focusing 

=    Modular design for high compatibility to all  
asphericon products and common optical systems

=    Comfortable and timesaving handling

=    Easy and safe storage thanks to protective design 
and safety caps

=    Off-the-shelf delivery

NEW

Turn for  
more information!

Thread: M28x0.75

Outer diameter: 30 mm

Mounted lens

High-Precision Mounted
Aspheres & Axicons

Airy disc for diffraction- 
limited focusing without 
tilt

Slight tilt of 16°, spot is 
5x larger than airy disc
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Discover  
Plug & Play Perfection.
With especially designed mounts for aspheres and axions an optimized use of the lens is 
guaranteed. Thanks to the same metric fine thread all mounted optical components pre-
sented by asphericon can be easily combined. By using one of the available adapters – SM1, 
c-mount, 1.2 inch – the lenses can easily be incorporated in all standard optical systems. 

Fields of Application

Optimizing the illumination of the axicon to adjust the 
length of the Bessel Beam.

Improving the focusing quality of a sphere by altering 
the width of the incoming ring shaped beam.

Generation of a ring focus - distance and diameter are 
determined by the focal length of the lens.

Generation of a collimated ring-shaped beam by  
altering the distance between the two axicons.

Generation of adjustable ring foci by shifting the last 
axicon to vary the ring diameters.

Improving the focusing quality of a sphere by altering 
the width of the incoming ring shaped beam.

>> Feel free to contact us 
for detailed informaion.
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